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This handbook has been prepared as a guide to define the Modesto Symphony Youth Chorus policies 
and procedures. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact education manager, Lauren 
Dietrich, at (209) 523-4156 x 101 or ldietrich@modestosymphony.org. The dates included in this handbook 
are subject to change and are superseded by any subsequent correspondence throughout the season.
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Welcome 
TO THE MODESTO 
SYMPHONY YOUTH CHORUS! 
The Modesto Symphony Youth Chorus (MSYC), led 
by Mrs. Jennifer Grover, Chorus Director, is entering 
its 3rd season and welcomes both beginning and 
advanced singers. The MSYC offers an engaging 
and inspiring music experience for young vocalists, 
as well as the opportunity to perform alongside 
Music Director David Lockington and the Modesto 
Symphony Orchestra and MSO Chorus at the Gallo 
Center for the Arts.

This season the MSYC will be featured on The MSO’s 
Holiday Pops, Holiday Candlelight, Link Up, and 
Carmina Burana concerts!

Mission 
The Modesto Symphony Orchestra Association 
strives to enrich lives and enhance our community’s 
vitality and quality of life through music by 
producing and presenting music of the highest 
artistic caliber and fostering lifelong music 
education and appreciation. 

Values 
In pursuit of this vision the Modesto Symphony 
Orchestra Association shall be guided by these 
values. 

Creativity: foster an environment conducive to 
innovation in the type, format and venue of 
musical performance and to the administration and 
governance of MSO. 

Excellence: expect high levels of performance 
both on-stage and in MSO’s administration and 
governance. 

Integrity: be honest and expect a foundation 
of strong moral principles behind all actions. 
Collaboration: look for opportunities to work with 
others on shared goals. 

Welcoming: strive to meet the needs and desires 
of all segments of the community through music 
performance and education. 
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General Expectations & Conduct
School Music Programs  
Singing in the MSYC is designed to complement 
members’ personal music development – not be a 
substitute for other means of instruction. The MSO 
strongly suggests that all members contribute their 
talents to their appropriate school program, where 
available. This supports our school music curriculum 
and helps to provide strong leadership and musical 
role models in the school environment. We believe 
in the value of music education in collaboration with 
our community. 

Private Lessons  
We strongly encourage students to take weekly 
private lessons to develop their individual technique 
and musicality to the highest level possible. The 
value of individualized instruction is immeasurable. 
A list of private instructors is available upon request. 

Code of Conduct 
MSYC members are expected to be aware that they 
are a representative of the Modesto Symphony Youth 
Chorus within the Modesto Symphony Orchestra 
Association at all times. Awareness that the general 
public may view actions of individuals as actions of 
the MSOA must be remembered. As ambassadors 
of the organization, members are expected to show 
responsibility and care in the use of the facilities and 
properties of host schools, rehearsal space, concert 
halls and all other appropriate places and to abide 
by the dictates of common courtesy. 

Harassment  
In alignment with federal, state and local laws, the 
MSYC prohibits any kind of harassment. MSYC/MSOA 
is responsible for the enforcement of these laws 
among all its members and staff. Individuals with a 
grievance may make their concerns known by: 

a. Directly confronting the person engaged in the 
harassment and reminding that person that such 
harassment is contrary to MSYC policies and 
must be stopped immediately.

b.  If the individual does not wish to communicate 
directly with the individual engaging in the 
harassment or if such attempts have been 

unsuccessful, the individual should contact his 
or her Chorus Director, the MSYC Manager or the 
MSOA President & CEO. 

Sexual Harassment Policy  
It is the policy of the MSYC to maintain an 
atmosphere free of sexual harassment. Sexual 
Harassment is defined as unwanted sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors and other verbal or 
physical conduct including sexually oriented 
comments from one member to another, or creating 
an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment by 
unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual 
nature. Prohibited acts of a sexual nature in the 
above definition include, but are not limited to: 

a. Displaying at any event (rehearsal, concerts, 
tours, etc) sexually suggestive objects or pictures. 

b. Continual or repeated verbal abuses of a sexual 
nature, including commentaries, jokes or 
propositions of a sexual nature. 

c. Threats or insinuations that a person’s placement 
or other conditions of membership may 
be adversely affected by not submitting or 
tolerating sexual advances. 

d. Unwelcome touching of a sexual nature. 
Individuals with a sexual harassment grievance 
may make their concerns known by following the 
grievance procedure outlined above. 

An investigation of all complaints will be undertaken 
promptly. The individual initiating the complaint 
may be required to put the facts surrounding 
the incident in writing and sign that writing. All 
complaints will be examined impartially and will 
involve a thorough investigation of the charge, 
including interviews with the charging individual 
and the accused individual. 

Corrective action will be taken as warranted by 
the result of the investigation. Such action may 
include immediate discipline, up to and including 
termination of the individual from the MSYC. The 
specific penalty shall be determined on a case-
by-case basis after review of all relevant facts. If 
warranted, information will be turned over to the 
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appropriate authorities. Given the nature of this type 
of discrimination, the Modesto Symphony Orchestra 
Association also recognizes that false accusations 
of sexual harassment can have serious effects on 
innocent individuals. We trust all individuals will 
continue to act responsibly to establish a pleasant 
learning environment free from discrimination. 

Cell Phone Policy  
Cell phones may be used during rehearsal breaks, 
but must be turned off and put away during 
rehearsal and performances. If your student is 
expecting an urgent phone communication during 
rehearsal time, please notify the conductor prior 
to the start of rehearsal. Inappropriate cell phone 
usage will result in disciplinary action including 
confiscation of the device and/or probation. 

Drug & Alcohol Policy 
The distribution, possession and non-prescribed use 
of narcotics, alcohol and other controlled substances 
by members is unlawful and strictly forbidden. Any 
violation will lead to disciplinary review and will lead 
to probation or dismissal. 

Food and Drink Policy 
Food and drinks (except water) are not permitted 
in the rehearsal space or concert halls at any time. 
During the rehearsal breaks, members are allowed 
to eat and drink only in specified areas, including 

the check-in area at the rehearsal location and in the 
Green Room at the Gallo Center for the Arts.

Probation 
 A member may be put on probation for reasons 
including, but not limited to, the following: excessive 
absences or tardiness, lack of musical preparedness, 
and behavior/conduct concerns. MSYC students are 
expected to behave respectfully during all MSYC 
rehearsals and events. 

Receiving a Probation Statement means that the 
member is in violation of the Policies and Procedures 
set forth by the MSYC Member’s Handbook. A 
member will have no more than two weeks to 
correct the situation. If the member continues to be 
in violation after receiving the Probation Statement, 
he/she may be dismissed from the orchestra. In 
any case, the member’s parents/guardians will be 
notified at the time of probation. Probation is at the 
discretion of the Chorus Director. 

Dismissal  
A member may be dismissed from MSYC for serious 
or continued policy violations. Consultation between 
the member in question, his/her parents/guardians 
and the Chorus Director will be held before the 
dismissal notice is given. In the event of dismissal 
due to behavior/conduct concerns, a tuition refund 
will not be provided. 

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS & CONDUCT CONTINUED
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Rehearsals
Groups
MSYC CHORISTERS: BEGINNER-INTERMEDIATE

The MSYC Choristers curriculum will focus on 
building a strong musical foundation through 
engaging and dynamic rehearsals. Choristers will 
learn the basics of vocal pedagogy through ear 
training, solfege, sight-reading, and will develop 
proper breath support and posture for quality 
singing. They will perform a wide range of music 
styles and will learn to sing two and three parts 
during their 1-hour rehearsal on Monday evenings.

Throughout the year, Choristers will:

• Learn the major scale in solfege

• Become familiar with simple and compound 
meters

• Begin to understand rhythms: whole, half, 
quarter, eighth

• Be able to sing confidently on pitch and hold a 
part independently

• Learn to maintain good focus in rehearsal and 
support other singers

• Learn excellent vocal posture

• Make a commitment to attend all rehearsals and 
performances

Location 
Regular weekly rehearsals are held on at the 
Emanuel Luther Church at 324 College Ave in 
Modesto.

MSYC Choristers 4:30pm-5:30pm

MSYC Chorale 6:00pm-7:30pm

For a detailed schedule please see the MSYC 2019-20 
Season Calendar. Each singer should arrive at least 
ten minutes before rehearsal begins to allow enough 
time to sign-in, use the restroom, get a drink, and 
pick up new music. Singers should be in their seats 

and ready to go five minutes before the start of 
rehearsal. During rehearsals, MSYC members should 
remain respectful of their peers and conductor 
and pay attention for the full rehearsal, even when 
not being directly addressed. Excessive talking or 
disruption of rehearsals may result in the MSYC 
member being asked to sit out of the rehearsal.

Please remain respectful the Emanuel Lutheran 
Facilities. Running, yelling or rowdy behaviors are 
not acceptable during rehearsals, even at the break 
periods. Please refrain from touching or disturbing 
items that belong to the facility.

MSYC CHORALE: INTERMEDIATE-ADVANCED

The MSYC Chorale is an audition-based ensemble. 
Members of the MSYC Chorale will enjoy working 
together on sophisticated compositions that 
are especially suited to young SATB voices. 
Chorale members will continue to develop their 
musicianship through repertoire that covers a larger 
range of styles and languages.  Rehearsals for this 
group are held on Monday evenings for 1.5 hours. 

Chorale Members should:

• Have willingness to work on sophisticated 
literature, including foreign languages

• Be able to hold part independently

• Commitment to develop musicianship, both in 
class and independently

• Maintain high level of focus

• Sing with poise and maintain a polished 
demeanor on stage

• Sing with blend and balanced tone in ensemble

• Sing independently in parts

• Support the other members of the choir

• Make a commitment to attend all rehearsals and 
performances
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What to bring to rehearsals:
• MSYC Music

• Sharpened pencil with eraser

• A water bottle 

• A positive attitude! 

Parents at Rehearsals 
Parents are welcome to observe the MSYC 
rehearsals, with the exception of dress rehearsals 
prior to a concert and any rehearsals that take place 
at the Gallo Center for the Arts. However, we ask 
that parents and siblings remain respectful while 
observing rehearsals. Complete silence is expected 
in order to minimize distractions for our singers and 
those carrying on conversations may be asked to 
step outside. 

Preparation  
Individual preparation prior to full ensemble 
rehearsal is mandatory. It cannot be stressed 
enough that group rehearsal time is not individual 
practice time. A consistent lack of preparation will 
be immediately addressed by the Chorus Director. 
Furthermore, each member is expected to have 
all the materials necessary for rehearsal, at each 
rehearsal meeting. 

One of the best ways students can prepare for 
rehearsals is to become aurally familiar with the 
pieces the chorus will be performing. Listening to 
the music on CDs or online gives you a head start 
and will give you an idea of the style of the piece. We 
feel it is paramount that each Youth Chorus member 
listens to a piece prior to rehearsing it in depth.

Music Memorization 
All music sung for MSYC performances is expected 
to be memorized, unless stated otherwise by the 
Chorus Director. It is expected that MSYC members 
will practice outside of the weekly rehearsal in order 
to have their music fully prepared and memorized.

Music  
The MSYC music library is a costly and valuable asset. 
The physical condition and usefulness of the chorus 

parts depends entirely on each member’s care of 
the music assigned to him or her during the season. 
Music and choral binders belong to the MSO and all 
members are responsible for the condition of their 
music and binder. Each member is required to pay a 
$20 music deposit that will be returned at the end of 
the season, or can be carried over to future seasons.

Binders are to be returned at the end of each 
semester. Students who forget their music may sign 
out a temporary folder at rehearsal. Students who 
damage or lose their music and/or binder will be 
charged the $20 replacement fee and a new deposit 
must be submitted to receive a new binder.  

MSYC members are required to bring a sharpened 
pencil with eraser to every rehearsal. Mark only with 
pencil – never mark in ink or highlight. 

Auditions 
The MSO believes that with proper teaching and 
persistent learning, any child has the ability to learn 
to sing. Therefore, boys and girls interested in the 
MSYC Choristers are not required to audition. 

The MSYC Chorale is an audition-based ensemble 
open to Soprano, Alto, Tenor (Treble), and Bass 
singers. Auditions will be held at the beginning of 
each season as well as at the discretion of the Chorus 
Director. For their audition, students should bring a 
prepared song from classical repertoire and be able 
to demonstrate vocal range by participating in vocal 
exercises with the Chorus Director. An accompanist 
will be provided. Students will be assessed for 
technical ability, intonation, rhythmic accuracy, and 
musicianship. 

Auditions may also be held throughout the season if 
there is space available within the ensemble. Please 
see the MSYC page on the MSO website for current 
audition information.

Carpooling 
The MSYC understands that it can be difficult to 
arrange transportation to and from rehearsals and 
concerts. Because of this, we are happy to provide 
a roster of those MSYC members/families willing 
to share their information for carpooling purposes 
upon request. 

REHEARSALS CONTINUED
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Attendance Policy
Consistent attendance at rehearsals is essential to 
performance quality, educational value, morale 
of ensemble and retention of membership. MSYC 
members are expected to be fully committed and 
come prepared to every rehearsal and performance 
throughout the season. 

Rehearsal Absences  
Members are allowed TWO excused rehearsal 
absence per semester. Excused absences 
include illness, family emergency, or school 
performances for a grade. Please try to schedule 
all other commitments for times outside of 
MSYC rehearsals. Additional absences may affect 
concert participation and/or membership in the 
organization. Exceptions to this policy may be made 
at the discretion of the Chorus Director. If there are 
extenuating circumstances affecting you singer’s 
attendance, please inform the Education Manager so 
arrangements may be made.

FOR EVERY ABSENCE:  
Submit an online absence notification form, found 
on the MSO website, a minimum of 24 hours 
in advance of the rehearsal absence. This form 
should also be submitted in the event that your 
student needs to arrive late or leave rehearsal 
early. Attendance issues should be reported as far 
in advance as possible. If an absence is due to an 
emergency situation, please submit the notification 
form as soon as you are able. If you do not have 
access to an electronic device to submit the form, 
please call the Education Manager at (209) 523-
4156 x 101. MSYC members are responsible for 
practicing and learning the music rehearsed while 
absent. Please be sure to ask the Education Manager 
for any important announcements that may have 
been missed. In the event of absences close to any 
concert, the MSYC member’s participation in the 
upcoming concert will be at the discretion of the 
conductor. 

School Conflicts 
We understand that MSYC members, who are often 
leaders in their school music programs, are urged 
to participate and meet all the responsibilities of 
rehearsing and performing in those programs. The 
MSYC makes every effort to avoid conflicts with 
District and All State Festivals, SAT’s, etc. Please check 
your calendar and do you best to avoid scheduling 
exams on MSYC concert dates. In the event that a 
school conflict is unavoidable, please submit proper 
notification as soon as you are aware of the conflict. 

Dress Rehearsal and Concert 
Absences 
Members are expected to attend ALL dress 
rehearsals and concerts throughout the MSYC 
season. If there is a conflict and a student is unable 
to attend a dress rehearsal or concert, they must 
notify the Education Manager by the first rehearsal 
of the semester. At the discretion of the Chorus 
Director, a student may be asked to sit out for a set if 
they are unable to attend the concert.

Punctuality 
The success of each MSYC member - and of all 
members—begins with being ready to go right 
at the start of rehearsal. Members are expected to 
arrive at least 10 minutes before the downbeat of 
each rehearsal. Rehearsals start promptly; rehearsal 
time is valuable and tardiness will be considered a 
violation of the attendance policy and may result in 
probation and/or dismissal from the organization. 
Tardiness is included in attendance records, and 
being tardy or leaving a rehearsal early three times 
will count as a rehearsal absence.

For the safety of the students, as well as 
consideration for the staff, we ask that parents 
promptly pick up their singer following rehearsal or 
concert. However, note that your student will never 
be left alone after a rehearsal or performance. If you 
are running late, please do your best to contact the 
Education Manager and inform them of your ETA.
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Communication 
The MSO Education Manager will communicate with 
you primarily in the following ways:

• Email/ Newsletters - A weekly email/ newsletter 
will be sent out following the rehearsals with 
information pertaining to upcoming events, 
listening recommendations, etc.

• Remind App – The remind app will be used to 
send day-of updates about rehearsals/concerts/ 
etc. To use Remind: text @msyc1 to 81010. If you 
are having trouble registering, please ask the 
Education Manager for help.

Phone calls may also be made to inform MSYC 
families of last minute changes.

Change of Personal 
Information  
Please notify the MSO Office with any changes in 
personal information (i.e. email, address, phone 
number, school change, etc.) so records can be 
kept current and prevent members from missing 
important MSYC communications. We primarily 
communicate via email and MSYC’s failure to 
contact a member due to out- of-date or incorrect 
information shall not constitute a valid reason for a 
member to miss an MSYC activity. 

Withdrawal from MSYC 
 Members are expected to make a full year’s 
commitment to MSYC. Any member withdrawing 
from the program must inform the Chorus Director 
and Education Manager in person. In addition, a 
written withdrawal statement must be immediately 
sent to the MSO office. The MSYC may conduct an 
exit interview. 

ATTENDANCE POLICY CONTINUED
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Concert Information
Concert Venue  
The venues for MSYC concerts will vary throughout 
the season. All concerts performed with the Modesto 
Symphony Orchestra will take place at the Gallo 
Center for the Arts, EXCEPT for Holiday Candlelight 
Concert, which will be at the St. Stanislaus Catholic 
Church. A handout will be given to each MSYC 
member approximately two weeks before each 
performance with further details about the concert 
venue.

Tickets 
Tickets for performances with the Modesto 
Symphony Orchestra (Holiday Candlelight, Holiday 
Pops, and Carmina Burana) may be purchased 
at the Gallo Center Box Office over the phone 
at (209) 338-2100, in person, or online at www.
modestosymphony.org. There is a $1/ticket Gallo 
Center Box Office restoration fee for all tickets 
purchased. There is also a $4/ticket handling fee 
(if tickets are purchased over the phone or online). 
MSYC families will be given a code approximately 
one month before the concert to purchase their 
tickets at a discounted rate.

Dress Rehearsals 
Dress rehearsal times and locations vary by concert. 
A handout will be given to each MSYC student 
approximately two weeks before the performance 
with more information on the dress rehearsal for that 
performance.

MSYC Concert Wardrobe 
The uniform appearance of the choir is a vital 
component of a polished performance. It is the 
parents’ responsibility to make sure their child’s 
concert attire is cleaned and that child is dressed 
appropriately for each performance. Measurements 
for attire will be taken at a rehearsal in August and 
orders will be submitted no later than September 2.

WARDROBE FOR WOMEN: 
Families may choose to purchase their own top and 
skirt for $60 (order made through the MSO for group 
price) or may rent an outfit from the office with a 
$20 deposit. Shoes and nylons must be supplied 
by the MSYC member. Please note that the rented 
wardrobe can only be altered by the MSO.

• Royal blue top: https://www.formalfashionsinc.
com/separates/performance-knit-blouses/26-
style-9712aa.html

• Black skirt: https://sepapparel.com/crepe-
concert-skirt-ladies-concert-choir.html

• The skirts are quite long and will most likely 
need to be hemmed to ankle-length. 

• Black dress shoes

• Closed-toed, flats or low heeled (max 2”)

• Black nylons

• Jewelry (optional) – stud earrings and rings 
worn for religions purposes only

• Makeup (optional) – light amount in subtle 
shades

• Hair – pulled back off of face, hair ornaments 
must be unobtrusive

• Please note that hair MUST be pulled up in a bun 
for the Holiday Candlelight Concert, unless it is 
too short to put up.

WARDROBE FOR MEN: 
Families may choose to purchase their tie and 
cummerbund for $12 (order made through the MSO 
for group price) or may rent a set from the office with 
a $5 deposit. Shirt, pants, shoes, and socks must be 
supplied by the MSYC member. 

• White, long-sleeved, button-up dress shirt 
(please wear a white undershirt if your shirt is not 
opaque)

• Black dress slacks

• Satin royal blue bow tie: https://www.
formalfashionsinc.com/menswear/ties-
cummerbunds/8250-bow-tie.html

• Satin royal blue cummerbund: https://
www.formalfashionsinc.com/menswear/ties-
cummerbunds/8450-cummerbund.html

• Black dress shoes

• Black socks
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Tuition Policy
Tuition 
MSYC tuition is $300 per season when paid in a 
lump sum at the beginning of the year or $320 per 
season if paid via a payment plan. MSYC families 
with more than one child participating in any given 
year will receive a 20% sibling discount after the 
first full tuition. MSYC tuition must be paid in full or 
a payment plan must be set up by September 30, 
2019. Please note that it is the family’s responsibility 
to keep all active MSYC members’ tuition accounts in 
good standing. The MSYC reserves the right to not 
allow participation in concerts if a member has an 
outstanding tuition balance and there are no prior 
arrangements made with the Finance Department. 

MSYC Payment Plan Options
A. LUMP SUM DUE BY 
SEPTEMBER 30, 2019 B. PAYMENT PLAN I

$300

$160  
Due by Sept. 30, 2019  

$160  
Due by Jan. 27, 2020

Total = $320

20 % Sibling Discount Prices  
(Applied after the first tuition is paid in full.)

$240

$128  
Due by Sept. 30, 2019  

$128  
Due by Jan. 27, 2020

Total = $256

Financial Aid 
The Modesto Symphony Orchestra believes that 
everyone should have access to music education 
and we strive to make our programs available to all 
students, regardless of their financial background. 
Need-based financial assistance is available to 
help MSYC members cover the cost of tuition. The 
financial aid request form can be found on the 
MSO website on the MSYC page. Requests will be 
reviewed in the order that they are received and the 
deadline to apply for financial aid is September 30, 
2019.

Tuition Refund Policy 
 If a member has paid tuition for the current 
semester and decides not to continue, then the 
member will be reimbursed according to the 
following schedule: 

100% before the first rehearsal 

75% before the second rehearsal 

50% before the third rehearsal 

25% before the fourth rehearsal

*  After attending the fourth rehearsal of a semester 
there will be no refund. 

*  Refunds will not be issued to students who are 
dismissed due to conduct issues 
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Fundraising
MSYC Program Fundraising  
There are many costs that are associated with the 
operation of the MSYC and tuition covers less than 
half of these expenses. Therefore the MSOA relies 
heavily on the income of fundraising activities 
to support the MSYC program. We strongly 
encourage MSYC members and families to support 
fundraising efforts through spreading the word 
and volunteering time and energy. A detailed list 

of the season’s fundraisers will be provided at the 
beginning of the year, with additional fundraising 
opportunities announced throughout the season. 

Ideas for fundraising opportunities are always 
appreciated. If you have a fundraising suggestion, 
please email the Education Manager at ldietrich@
modestosymphony.org.

Volunteer Responsibilities
Tuition covers only a fraction of our costs. To keep 
tuition as low as possible, each MSYC family is asked 
to volunteer a minimum of 6 hours or provide 
equivalent services. 

Volunteer opportunities will be announced at the 
beginning of the season and as they arise during 
the year. If a MSYC member’s family is unavailable 
to volunteer during the 2019-20 Season, a payment 
of $60 can be submitted as a fulfillment of the 
required hours. If volunteer hours are not fulfilled 
by the end of the season, the volunteer buy-out fee 
will be added to tuition costs and will be due before 
the season finale concert. Here is a partial list of 
volunteer opportunities: 

• Chaperone at MSYC events 

• Concert Assistance 

• Providing snacks for students 

• Music Library Assistant 

• Photography/ Videographer 

• Other--please let us know if you have a special 
talent you’d like to contribute! 

*  Please note that the volunteer buy-out payment 
is NOT substitution for participation in MSYC 
fundraising activities.
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MSYC Staff & Communication Procedures
MSYC Chorus Director 
Jennifer Grover is the Chorus Director of the MSYC 
and will serve as the artistic leader of the entire 
youth chorus program. 

MSO Education Manager  
The Education Manager, Lauren Dietrich, serves as 
the main administrator and communicator for the 
entire program. 

Contact Information  
The Chorus Director does not have an office or voice 
mail extension at the MSOA office. If you need to 
talk to a Music Director, please email the manager 
or speak with the conductor at an appropriate 
rehearsal break. If the concern is urgent, please call 
the Education Manager at (209) 523-4156 x 10 or 
email at ldietrich@modestosymphony.org 

MSOA STAFF 

The Modesto Symphony Orchestra Association 
employs a comprehensive staff of employees and 
volunteers who act as the “behind-the-scenes” 
people to make sure that all aspects of the MSO 
and its education programs run smoothly. MSOA 
staff coordinates the scheduling and managing of 
all rehearsals, concerts, and tours; writes the various 
communications to the MSYC members and their 
families; tracks tuition payments; prepares music and 
folders for each member; raises money to support 
the MSYC programs; raises community awareness of 
MSYC through marketing and public relations work; 
helps build relationships among MSYC participants, 
their families and the MSYC and much more! 

ARTISTIC LEADERSHIP 

David Lockington, Music Director 
Ryan Murray, Associate Conductor & MSYO Music 

Director 
Daniel R. Afonso Jr., MSO Chorus Director 
Don Grishaw, MSYO Concert Orchestra Conductor 
Jennifer Grover, Youth Chorus Director
Ella Webb, MSYO Wind Specialist
Beverly Vanderlinden, Accompanist 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

Caroline Nickel, President & CEO 
Bianca Rose Ancheta, Communications & Design
Dorothy Brummel, Director of Finance 
Lauren Dietrich, Education Manager
Christie Hart, Orchestra Librarian 
Erin Nishimori, Marketing Manager 
Matthew Oshida, Orchestra Personnel Manager
Carole Richard, Director of Development 
Burt Vasché,  Chorus Manager

Contact the MSOA Staff
The MSOA office is located at 911 13th St. in 
Downtown Modesto and is open Monday through 
Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Feel free to call 
during office hours at (209) 523-4156. A full listing of 
staff members can be found on the MSOA web site: 
www.modestosymphony.org. If you call after hours, 
please leave a voicemail and indicate the best time 
to call you back. 

MSOA Board of Directors
 The MSOA Board of Directors is comprised of 
members who volunteer their time, expertise, and 
financial resources in support of the organization. 
The Board supports and carries out the MSOA 
mission by providing sound governance, overseeing 
its financial health, and ensuring the organization’s 
longevity through strategic planning. 

BOARD OF DIREC TORS 
Robert Hawks, Board Chair 
Kent Johnson, Treasurer 
Deni Royer, Secretary 
Michael Herrero, Past Board 

Chair 
Phillip Beck, M.D. 
Katherine Boyd 
Carole Boyett 
Sheila Carroll 
Dianne Gagos 
Maree Hawkins 
Greg Helbig, M.D.

Ron Hoffmann 
Richard Kendrick, M.D.
Dallas Marsh 
Steve Pallios
H. Dieter Renning 
Donna Riley 
Cher Tonge 
Betty Ustach 
John Wallace 

*updated June 3, 2019 


